The present paper describes the results from two experiments which explored the temporal boundary between overlapping and nonoverlapping maskers and its effects on the additivity of masking. In the first experiment, detection thresholds for a short-duration 1000-Hz signal were measured in the presence of two equal-duration broadband maskers which varied in degree of temporal overlap. Following complete overlap of maskers, the temporal separation of masker onsets was systematically varied to create conditions ranging from partially overlapping simultaneous masking to combined forward and backward masking. The signal was always temporally centered between the onset of the first masker and the offset of the second masker. Nonlinear additivity of masking occurred for the majority of subjects when maskers and signal did not overlap, whereas linear additivity resulted for all subjects when the maskers and signal overlapped. In the second experiment, two separate forward maskers were used so that masker/ masker overlap could be manipulated independent from masker/signal overlap. Maskers were changed gradually from temporally overlapping, or concurrent, forward maskers to sequential forward maskers. Results for all subjects showed nonlinear additivity for all combined-masker conditions. Together, these two experiments indicated that nonlinear masking additivity is observed when the signal does not overlap temporally with the maskers. However, when maskers and signal overlap temporally (and spectrally), linear additivity is observed. 
INTRODUCTION
The classic model of masking additivity (Green and Swets, 1966) predicts that, when combined, two equally effective maskers sum in a linear fashion to produce an additional 3 dB of masking. Such additivity usually is observed when maskers and signal overlap in both the spectral and the temporal domain. However, many investigators have observed greater than the predicted 3 dB of masking additivity when the masking from temporally nonoverlapping maskers and signal is combined (Wilson and Carhart, 1971; Penner, 1980; Penner and Shiffrin, 1980; Widin and Viemeister, 1980; Neff, 1984) . This "excess" additivity of masking has been observed for combinations of sequential forward maskers, temporally overlapping or concurrent forward maskers, or combined forward and backward maskers.
Humes and Jesteadt (1989) reviewed data for temporally nonoverlapping maskers and consistently found 10-15 dB of additional masking when two equated maskers were combined. Furthermore, they demonstrated that the modified power law (MPL) model of nonlinear additivity provided a good description of these data. The MPL model applies a nonlinear transform, prior to addition, which reflects the compressed internal effect of each masker. The MPL transform for each masked threshold in dB SPL is given as follows: iMT = (10(MT)/10) p--( 10 (q/lø))P,
where iMT reflects the internal effect of the masker, MT is the masked threshold, q is the quiet threshold, and p is a fitting parameter. Here, p values near 1.0 reflect linear additivity of masking. Generally, the MPL model with p values less than 0.4 has been found to provide an accurate description of various sets of data for the additivity of temporally nonoverlapping maskers (Humes and Jesteadt, 1989 ).
Consider the case of two broadband-noise maskers masking a frequency-specific signal. If both maskers overlap temporally with the signal and with each other, linear additivity of masking is observed. That is, equated broadband, simultaneous maskers produce an additional 3 dB of masking when combined. However, when these same two maskers are presented such that neither masker overlaps temporally with the signal or with one another, nonlinear additivity is observed. That is, equated, nonsimultaneous broadband maskers produce an additional 10-15 dB of masking when combined. Thus there exists some boundary in the time domain between temporally overlapping and nonoverlapping maskers and signal over which there is a transition from linear to nonlinear masking additivity. The present study explored this boundary. Two experiments are described here. In the first experiment, two maskers that were completely overlapped temporally were gradually separated in the time and masking was measured for a signal temporally centered in the combined masker. In this experiment, the conditions of temporal overlap of maskers also involved temporal overlap of the signal. In experiment 2, temporal overlap of only the maskers was examined using sequential and concurrent forward maskers.
I. EXPERIMENT 1
This experiment used two broadband-noise maskers and a short-duration 1000-Hz pure-tone signal. The degree of temporal overlap between maskers and signal ranged from complete overlap of maskers and signal (simultaneous masking) to complete nonoverlap of the maskers and signal (forward and backward masking). Thresholds were measured for each masker independently and in combination.
A. Method
Stimuli apparatus
Masker and signal durations are given in terms of O-voltage points. Two independent broadband noises, lowpass filtered at 5000 Hz (GenRad 1390B, Grason Stadler, E10588A) served as maskers. The 1000-Hz pure tone was generated by a function generator (Tektroniks, FG501A). The maskers and signal were gated (TTES, SW1) with 1-ms cos 2 rise-fall times. Each masker had a duration of 300 ms from onset to offset whereas the signal had a duration of 4.7 ms from onset to offset. Both maskers and the signal were attenuated separately (Hewlett-Packard, 350D; TTES PAl) and were mixed, amplified (Crown, D75) and delivered to an ER-3A insert earphone. Masker and signal waveforms, envelopes, and spectra were monitored continuously with a spectrum analyzer (Stanford Research Systems, SR760) and storage oscilloscope (Philips, PH3337). Masker and signal voltages were calibrated with a multimeter (Fluke, 45), and sound-pressure levels were determined and monitored using a calibrated soundlevel meter and an HA-2, 2-cm 3 coupler. Signal attenuation, gating of the maskers and signal, interval timing, and response collection were under the control of an IBM-PC microcomputer. All testing was completed in a doublewalled sound-treated room with ambient noise levels below those required for threshold testing (ANSI S3.1, 1986).
Procedures
All thresholds were measured using a two-interval forced-choice paradigm. Signal thresholds first were measured in quiet and then in the presence of the maskers. Interval markers appeared on a computer screen and coincided with the presentation of the maskers. Subject responses were entered via a computer keyboard.
Thresholds were determined by an adaptive procedure which approximated the 70.7% point on the psychometric function relating signal level to percent-correct signal detection (Levitt, 1971 ) . Signal level decreased after two correct responses and increased after a single incorrect response. Initially, two successive correct responses were followed by a decrease in signal level of 10 dB. , 1988) . In this experiment, masker levels ranged from 67 to 87 dB SPL; however, for all subjects and conditions, masker levels for each pair of maskers were within 10 dB of one another. The Appendix provides individual masker levels across subjects and conditions.
Subjects
Five adults with normal hearing served as subjects in this experiment. Pure-tone thresholds were better than 15 dB HL (ANSI, 1989) from 250 through 8000 Hz. Tympanograms were of normal shape and amplitude. Subjects ranged in age from 23 to 40 years. All subjects were paid for their participation. line, reflect greater masking additivity than accounted for by a linear power-summation model. The mean-masked thresholds for these four subjects, given in the bottom right panel, illustrate approximately 10-15 dB greater masking for temporally nonoverlapping maskers than seen for the temporally overlapping maskers. Conversely, data for subject PR, depicted in the bottom left panel, reflect essentially no additional masking for the combined maskers in any condition. PR's data stand apart from other subjects in that even after 20 h of listening, she demonstrated minimal decay of forward and backward masking as compared to the 20-to 40-dB decay of masking observed for the other subjects. That is, the masked thresholds measured for the combined maskers (triangles) are not too different from those of subjects CC and KF for the same conditions. It is the thresholds for the individual maskers for the nonoverlapping masking conditions that are much higher for PR than for the other four subjects. The two individual maskers for these conditions consisted of a forward masker and a backward masker. Based on subject PR's performance in the next experiment, which employs forward masking only, it is possible that PR had abnormally high backward masking, rather than forward masking. The procedures in this experiment were such that the individual masking effects were equated so that the levels of the forward masker were adjusted for PR to match the excessive backward masking which was measured. However, it remains unclear why changes in delta t or masker level had little effect on the individual-masker thresholds for this subject.
Analysis of the data in Fig. 1 indicated that the observed combined masking (MTab) for maskers overlapping for 300 and 150 ms did not differ significantly from 3 dB [t(9) = h6,p > 0.05]. That is, for these conditions, the two maskers in combination can be viewed as one masker whose level has been increased by approximately 3 dB. However, this does not appear to be the case for maskers overlapping for 20 ms. Masking additivity observed at 20 ms of masker overlap not only was significantly less than 3 dB [t(4)=--3.67,0.01 <p<0.05], the combined-masker thresholds often were less than those for the individual maskers. Given the spectral and level characteristics of the maskers and signal, it is questionable whether the second masker provided a cue for the onset of the signal. Thus the combined-masker thresholds for the 20-ms overlap condition remain unexplained.
Subjects' masked thresholds for the combined maskers were evaluated via the MPL model of masking additivity.
The thresholds for the individual and combined maskers, along with subjects' quiet threshold for the 1000-Hz signal, served as input to the MPL model. The MPL model was fit separately to the data for temporally overlapping maskers (three data points to the left of the thin vertical line) and the data for temporally nonoverlapping maskers (four data points at or to the right of the thin vertical line). In each case, the least-squares fit to the data was obtained to provide the best-fitting p value. Model predictions for combined-masked thresholds were then generated using the best-fitting p values for both the overlapping and the nonoverlapping maskers. Recall that the combined masking for maskers with 20-ms overlap was significantly less than 3 dB, which is the prediction of the linear model (p= 1.0) for equated maskers. In Fig. 2 , oe values greater than 1.0, reflect the MPL model's attempt to account for "negative" additivity, or for the absence of even 3 dB of masking additivity in the 20-ms overlap condition. However, increasing the/• value beyond 1.0 results in little improvement in matching model predictions to observed thresholds. This is illustrated in the lower left panel of Fig. 2 in which the MPL predictions obtained using a p value of 1.0 (dotted line) are contrasted with the model's predictions for the best-fitting p value of 2.42. Note that the model fit has been improved by approximately 1.5 dB as p has increased from 1.0 to 2.42 for this subject. As noted by Humes and Jesteadt (1989), for equated maskers, the MPL model predicts that the combined masking will be 3/p dB greater than the masking from the individual maskers. Thus, as p increases from 1.0 to 3.0 the maximum possible improvement in fit for perfectly equated maskers is 2 dB. Further increases in p beyond a value of 3.0 will result in improvements of less than 1 dB. Consequently, an upper limit of p= 3.0 was imposed on the curve-fitting process. Notice that the solid lines in Fig. 2 for subjects CC, DH, and LL have been generated using this upper limit for p(3.0). For these three subjects, the actual best-fitting oe value exceeds 3.0, but the resulting predictions differ by less than 1 dB from those that would be obtained with the best-fitting p value.
The top four panels and the resultant mean data in the bottom right panel illustrate that model predictions using a p value approaching linearity (p>0.69, most > 1.0) provide the best match to the data for temporally overlapping maskers whereas model predictions using a low p value (0.15 <,v < 0.45), reflecting nonlinear additivity of masking, best describe the data for temporally nonoverlapping maskers for four of the five subjects. The data and model predictions from four of the five subjects clearly illustrate that changing from temporal overlap among maskers and signal to no temporal overlap results in a change from linear to nonlinear additivity of masking. Also apparent from the data is the individual variability in the temporal boundary conditions for nonlinear additivity of masking. Most subjects' thresholds reflected nonlinear additivity between 0 and 10 ms of masker separation. For example, examination of Fig. 1 reveals that subject CC demonstrated nonlinear additivity at 0 ms of masker overlap, whereas subjects DH, KF, and LL did not demonstrate nonlinear additivity until maskers and signal were separated by at least 10 ms, and subject PR did not demonstrate nonlinear additivity at least through 30-ms temporal separation of the maskers.
Although changes in the temporal overlap among maskers and signal accompanied the observed changes in the additivity of masking, other explanations may account for these data. In this experiment, greater additivity of masking may have resulted because of listening restrictions placed on the temporal window of the signal in the presence of dual maskers. It has been suggested that there exists a temporal window, implemented as an intensityweighting function, which may slide forward or backward in time (Robinson and Pollack, 1973; Moore et al., 1988; Plack and Moore, 1990 ). The temporal window acts as an integrator over a specified time period and can be adjusted by the listener to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio and thus signal detection. Consider, for example, the forward masking of a brief-duration signal. Under these conditions, the listener shifts the temporal window forward in time, away from the masker to facilitate signal detection. The same argument can be made for backward masking, except that the listener slides the temporal window backward in time. Presenting a forward and backward masker in combination, however, restricts the improvement that can be gained by listening forward or backward in time and results in an exaggerated masking effect for the combined forward-backward masker. Thus the excess additivity of masking observed in this experiment for temporally nonoverlapping maskers and signal may be explained by this temporally based "restricted-listening" hypothesis.
In the next experiment, we examined the role of this temporal version of the restricted-listening hypothesis as follows. By using two separate forward maskers as individual maskers in experiment 2, the listener would be able to listen forward in time for both single-and combinedmasker conditions. Thus the combined-masker listening conditions would not be any more restrictive than those for the individual maskers. Rather than just using two sequential forward maskers to accomplish this, however, we also varied the overlap of the two forward maskers (i.e., "concurrent" forward maskers). In this way, we could examine the effect of temporal overlap of maskers, independent of the temporal overlap of masker and signal. Recall in experiment 1 that the signal was always temporally centered in the overlapping region of maskers so that masker/signal overlap always accompanied masker/masker overlap.
II. EXPERIMENT 2 A. Method
Four of the adults who served as subjects for the previous experiment served as subjects for this experiment. Apparatus and procedures were identical to those in experiment 1. The 4.7 ms, 1000-Hz signal and a 300-ms broadband masker (Ma) used were as in the previous experiment. The second broadband masker (M b) was 20 ms in duration. Durations are again specified as onset to offset and all stimuli were gated with 1-ms cos 2 rise-fall times.
In all combined-masker conditions, the onset of the signal immediately followed the offset of the short-duration forward masker. Initially, the two maskers completely overlapped to produce concurrent forward maskers with the short-duration masker placed at the temporal end of the first, long-duration masker. In subsequent conditions, the 20-ms masker and the signal immediately following were moved forward in time. Complete and partial overlap of the two maskers occurred when the delay between offset of the long-duration forward masker and onset of the signal was 0 and 10 ms, respectively. At a delay of 20 ms between M• and the signal, there were no temporal gaps between the sequential forward maskers and no temporal overlap of the maskers. Finally, when the delay between the offset of Ma and signal was 30 or 40 ms, a temporal gap was imposed between the two forward maskers (intermasker gaps of 10 and 20 ms, respectively). Consequently, conditions included masker temporal overlaps of 20 (complete overlap), and 10 ms and gaps between maskers of 0, 10, and 20 ms. Thresholds were measured for masker gaps of 20 ms only for subjects CC and KF, both of whom demonstrated the greatest excess masking in the 10-ms gap Interestingly, subject PR demonstrated nonlinear additivity of masking for all combined-masker conditions in this experiment, in contrast to experiment I in which this subject demonstrated linear masking additivity for all combined-masker conditions. As noted previously, the difference in performance across experiments for this subject may be related to this subject's apparent difficulty with the backward-masking task in experiment 1. For the other three subjects, the rank order and magnitude of the p values for the nonlinearity additive conditions is similar across experiments. Subject CC, for example, showed the greatest nonlinearity in both experiments (p=0.15, p=0.08), followed by subject KF (p=0.28, p=0.20) and then subject LL (p=0.45, p=0.37). All three of these subjects, as well as subject PR, showed greater nonlinearity (lower p values) in experiment 2 than in experiment 1. The continued demonstration of nonlinear additivity of masking for conditions in experiment 2 argue against the restricted-listening hypothesis as an explanation for the "excess" masking observed in this study. In the second experiment, subjects were not prevented from listening forward in time and away from the maskers in the combinedmasker conditions, yet nonlinearity still was observed. Nonlinear additivity of masking, as described by the MPL model with a p value of about 0.20, provided a good description of the data from this experiment.
The difference in findings between experiments 1 and 2 is interesting. Three of the four subjects in the second experiment (all but KF) demonstrated nonlinear additivity of masking for all combined-masker conditions, including those in which combined maskers overlapped temporally. However, in experiment 1, linear additivity of masking was observed for combined temporally overlapping maskers whereas nonlinear additivity was observed only for temporally nonoverlapping maskers. One of the key differences between experiments was in the temporal overlap between masker and signal. In this experiment, masker overlap was not confounded by masker/signal overlap, as it was in the first experiment. Considering the results of both experiments, it seems that linear additivity of masking occurs when both maskers and the signal overlap temporally, as in experiment 1. Temporal overlap between maskers alone typically results in nonlinear additivity of masking. For these experiments, however, it should be emphasized that the maskers and the signal always overlapped spectrally. Gap (ms)
